
Last Ambassador 8 day Program Trust Dec 3 to Dec 10th 
7pm ET. This will be live and recorded. 

 

December 3rd Introduction-  

I ask everyone to introduce themselves first and why 
they came to this training. What inspired them. I go over 
the History presentation on how we got into this big 
mess to begin with and how we can get out of it  

December 4th E+O = R-  

This is the beginning of the Transformation Success 
principles training. This goes into changing your mind and 
behavior from Debtor slave to a King, Queen, Creator 
mind set. These teachings were taught to me by Jack 
Canfield Train the Trainer who is the Author of the 
Chicken Soup for the Souls books. These principles will 
help you to be successful in all areas of your life including 
as an Ambassador. Hand Grow- Sky Scraper 

December 5th Secure Creditor Package p1  

We will go over the First part of the Secure Creditor 
Package 1, you will only focus on getting the Security 
agreement notary signed, the Power of attorney  



general signed and recorded and the Ucc Filed. I can do 
the filing for you if you prefer. These documents we 
focus on to get them ready to be sent out to Puerto Rico!  

December 6th Transformation Work (Neuro Science)  

Darren will take you on a journey into neuroscience and 
how to take control of the power of the mind using 
suggestions affirmations etc. We will do an exercise that 
will blow your mind, to prove that reality is NOT SOLID! 
That you have the power to change each circumstance in 
your life.  

Finishing the Rest of Package 1  

You are now ready to send off your Package 1 to Puerto 
Rico! We will cover the other parts of Package one that 
will not go to Puerto Rico which you will need to sign and 
notary sign as well. We also have our own notary if 
needed.  

December 7th Second package  

Now that your package 1 has been sent out you are now 
ready to put your package 2 together! This is to put Vital 
Statistics on Notice of your new status!  
 

December 8th Third Package 



Now that your package 1 has been sent out you are now 
ready to put your package 2 together! This is to put Vital 
Statistics on Notice of your new status!  

 

Forensic Debt Investigator 

I will go into the power of doing a forensic debt 
investigation using the administrative process and 
Account Science terminology to ask the creditors, or 
agent after you for certain information that will make 
them fall to their knees! You can eliminate thousands of 
dollars in debt with the help of a notary which we can 
help you with!  
 

 

December 9th 98 Ein Trust Number  

Here we have you start the process in getting your 98 ein 
number from the IRS. This is very important to discharge 
debt, and to open up your Trust account with the bank. 
This is the Golden ticket to becoming a Diplomat as well.  

How to kill the SSN Diplomatic Immunity  



We show you how to Take Control of that SSn as the 
executor of your estate and exit the matrix for real lol  

Create a Foreign Corporation 
This is a great course to learn to create your own Foreign 
Corporation or LLC. This will give you a piece of mind 
knowing you don’t have to be taxed for your own hard 
earned money!!  

December 10th The power of the Trust 
We go over the Power of the Trust of your Choice! This 
trust is super powerful, international and irrevocable. 
Which means absolutely unbreakable!! We go over the 
history of the Trust, and how this can truly protect you 
and your family, your LLCs, Companies you name it!  

 

If Necessary, we will extend a day or 2 to make sure 
everyone is caught up with the work.  
 


